Motorcycle carburetor diagram

To order: We need the make of carburetor and outside groove diameter. Measure the carburetor
groove, NOT the old rubber. We ship after you pay. We will send you a Pay Pal Invoice for you to
pay if you approve. JBM is a part manufacturer and makes only the parts. We cannot give
advise on carburetors, jets, or engine problems. JBM does not know which diaphragms can be
used on your vintage motorcycle or how many carburetors it has. The buyer must measure his
carburetor body as shown. Be sure you know carburetor maker. Years and countries vary.
Never try to measure the old rubber as it may be swollen or have shrunk out of the original
dimensions. Measure the carb body only! The best way to get the correct size is to measure
your carburetor as changes were made for different years and in different countries. The listing
above has notes on what buyer's have reported they fit. These diaphragm dimensions may fit
many other models not listed. The JBM diaphragms all work on the same principle; in that a
thick rubber tire that has a minimum amount of stretch is used to replace the plastic or metal
rings that originally clamped the diaphragm. These rings are removed with small side cutters
after clipping in several places. The JBM diaphragm is held in place by tension of the tire in the
groove on the slide. The hole in the tire is usually a millimeter or two smaller than the groove
diameter on slide , and this creates the tension. Do not over-stretch the tire! Do not bend the
tire! Some diaphragms might need to be held with adhesive such as Super Glue. Super Glue for
clean metal slides. Use only a minimum amount as solvents can attack the rubber. Keep any
adhesive off of the sides of the carburetor slide. Never spray compressed air or carb cleaner in
jets or holes while diaphragm is installed in the body. This method of diaphragm replacement
relies on the installer to get the slide back in place with the original alignment, and no "key" is
used. Once correctly positioned, a dot of paint aligned with the "key" slot can make removal
and replacement of the slides fool proof if you need to change the needle. JBM "users tell us"
diaphragm size chart for CV carburetors we manufacture diaphragms for. This list means only
that these diaphragms fit "some models" of the motorcycles shown. Different years and
countries change usage. The same model motorcycle might be listed in several places due to
different carburetors in different countries. JBM sells to motorcycle repair professionals only.
You must be sure to install the diaphragm by rolling it when you put the cover on the assembly.
Some "Hacks" by owners are listed. Know carburetor brand! Shop and owners manuals can be
wrong! Q: What type of adhesive do I use to keep the rubber on the slide? I am afraid the slide
might rotate. To glue to plastic slides , use Super Glue. Use only a small drop as it can run off
very quickly as it is thin like water. Take great care not to get any on the side of the slide, as it
must move freely. Dry fit first to be sure everything is correct before you glue, as positioning
time is limited to 0 sec Use glue sparingly, as solvents are not good for the rubber. Never use
Silicone sealant. Never spray carburetor cleaner around the outside or in passages while
diaphragms are in the carburetor. Never use fuel system cleaner or octane booster. These
solvents will swell the rubber and contaminate it. Q: What does the dimension "Dish" mean?
Slides usually do not close the carburetor bore completely. Outer groove depth, width, and
design can be different, so you need to watch those dimensions. The hole in the middle should
be about 2mm smaller than the root diameter of the groove in the slide with plastic ring
removed, so that there is some tension on the tire. As an example, the 68mm Hitachi diaphragm
seems to fit a Keihin carburetor used on a Honda. These part dimensions are given above so
you might be able to fit one of our diaphragms to other carburetors. Do them one carb at a time.
Failure to remove sharp or rusty edges that could cut the rubber. Over-stretching the "tire", as
the rubber is designed to not have much stretch and contains no fabric. Be sure slide groove is
clean and free from oil or grease. Failure to "roll" the diaphragm material when installing. If you
find these instruction confusing, please don't try it. Super Glue and Krazy Glue are trade names.
Most enthusiasts have no trouble. Look at all the photographic instructions for all carburetor
models to get an idea of how they work. While JBM diaphragms are easy to install, some
enthusiasts are very poor mechanics and should know their limitations. Take the carburetor to
an expert. There is not much force to cause slide rotation, and the thin rubber diaphragm will
not be able to resist any twisting force anyway. There is no mechanical key on the slides. Follow
instruction carefully and do not skip any steps. Do not substitute with your "favorite" adhesive.
Always "Dry fit first" to be sure you have everything correct. Q: How long will these last? How
will they affect my performance? We have been making diaphragms for other uses since that
work in a similar manner. TSR material is superior to the original. We think it fair to say you
should get at least 5 years out of them, but a lot depends on installation. We have sold more
than of these diaphragms. They will probably outlast your originals. Note: An engine that
backfires due to lean mixture, bad plugs, valves, etc. Never blow with an air hose in passages
with diaphragms installed These diaphragms should make your engine run like new, but will not
cure all carburetor and fuel delivery problems. Manifold vacuum operates the slide and is very
powerful, just like power brakes on a car. Diaphragms have nothing to do with your idle. We

have many testimonials at the bottom of installation instruction pages. Please check them out.
Q: I don't see my bike listed. Do you have a diaphragm that fits? I see different diameter
diaphragms listed for the exact same bike. How can this be? A: The chart at the top of this page
serves only to inform that we might have what you need, or that someone has used some JBM
diaphragms on a bike and it worked. In most cases you should measure to be sure , and look to
see what make of carburetor is fitted to your bike. Some carburetor changes were made midyear and some foreign bike might have different carburetor models. If you don't see your
machine listed above, there is a small possibility that one of the above diaphragms will fit, but
you better do a lot of measuring before you order. JBM does not make all sizes for all bikes, and
we try to manufacture for vintage or collectible motorcycles as much as possible. You can
return undamaged diaphragms that don't fit, but JBM does not refund shipping and handling
costs Q: My slide has a metal top ring. I need to slide the diaphragm up the slide as it is the only
way I can get it on. Is this OK? You MUST cut off the metal ring. Sliding it up the length of the
slide will ruin the diaphragm. JBM diaphragms are made from a rubber that has very limited
stretch. Please look at all pages of instructions on this site. Metal rings must be removed from
the slide by cutting in several places with side cutters. Twist the cutters back and forth. If you
are unable, or unwilling, to install by removing the rings , please return the diaphragms for a
refund. Only plastic slides have a molded lower ring that cannot be removed, but the JBM
diaphragm is designed to fit these, and a small amount of Super Glue Gel type adhesive must
be used to install them on plastic slides. Q: You list a diaphragm that fits a Mikuni BS34
carburetor. I have a BS36 carburetor and wonder if it will work? It will work. Many carburetors
use the same housing and slide, but the bore in the throat is different. JBM stamps the
diaphragm for the carburetor model number that it was originally designed for , - but it might fit
several different models of carburetor. Measure the groove OD, as that is the best way to judge
a carburetor series, as the slides are usually the same. In some cases a diaphragm from a
different brand of carburetor will fit another brand. Measure the outside diameter of the groove!
Q: I have a bike model that is not listed and live in a foreign country. Can you tell me what
diaphragm to order and do you sell needle jets? A: No. JBM Industries cannot tell you what
model carburetor your bike has. We have no motorcycle parts, and are not motorcycle
enthusiasts. We know nothing about your bike , and only you can decide what diaphragm to
order. We do NOT have all sizes for all bikes. We will ship to most foreign countries with no
problem. Q: I just bought my used bike and need to clean the carburetors. How do I get the
slides out? A: Remove the screws that holds the cover, and the rubber diaphragm should lift
out. If your carburetor is full of varnish from evaporated fuel, the slide might be very stuck. You
must remove the carburetor , and place it under a lamp to heat the body. When hot, the slide
should pull right out, unless someone has butchered it by using force. NEVER use compressed
air to blow through jet holes unless you remove the float bowl first, as air pressure will collapse
and crush metal floats. Do not soak or spray carburetor cleaner on rubber parts. Q: My old slide
diaphragm had holes in it, and I tried to fix it with glue. My diaphragm seems too big to fit in the
groove now. Do I need a new diaphragm? A: Yes. Your old rubber can be swollen by the
solvents in the glue or ethanol in the fuel. Carburetor cleaner can also cause rubber to swell.
The rubber swells because it absorbs the contaminant, and this will also soften and weaken the
rubber so it tears more easily. All rubbers get softer and expand when heated , and most
motorcycles have carburetors mounted where they will get hot. Heat can cause rubber to
rapidly age. They don't affect your idle mixture. Some things to check before you order new
diaphragms are: Condition of old diaphragm. Hold it up to a light while stretching slightly. Look
for very small pin holes or tears. Diaphragm must fit in groove and not be shrunken or swollen
from the ethanol or carburetor cleaners in the fuel. C heck fuel delivery by pulling fuel line from
carburetor to be sure you get at least one pint in one minute fuel flow. You might need to suck a
vacuum on a vacuum operated fuel tap to make it open. C heck to be sure floats do not leak and
be sure plastic floats have not swollen from the ethanol , and not rubbing on anything such as
the float bowl. Float needle must open fully. Check for a clear varnish covering the holes in the
main jet if a bike has been sitting for a long time. Varnish can be very difficult to see. People
that report this just never knew how it was supposed to run when new. Only unused or
defective diaphragms can be returned for refund or exchange. Q: I recently ordered a set of carb
diaphragms for my '74 Honda CB and when I got them they fit perfectly and performed well as
stated. When I got them back I took them apart to see what happened, and found that the
diaphragm has not surprisingly increased in diameter. I know this is not the fault of your
product, but rather my idiot mechanic -- but was just wondering if perhaps the rubber will shrink
back to it's former size after drying out, or if these are ruined and I need to order new ones? You
can try baking in an electric oven at degrees F for an hour or until the rubber shrinks. If that
does not work, you will need to buy new ones. Never blow out passages with compressed air or

carb cleaner, as it can collapse floats and break or swell diaphragms. Diaphragms normally are
dry and never get liquid fuel on them. My bike has a different brand of carburetor and these
parts will not fit. What do I do? NOTE: Only unused and undamaged diaphragms can be
returned. If you glue it or modify it, it cannot be returned. Must be in saleable condition. Click
here to go to "How to order " page. The installer MUST position the slide when fitted. A mark of
paint can serve to align the diaphragm and slide assembly for future use. NOTE: These
diaphragms require some mechanical ability and knowledge to install. For balance: Be sure to
replace all diaphragms at the same time. If you have mechanical ability, you would know that.
NOTE: The listings below are meant as a guide. Our thanks to those that have sent us this
information. Not for amateurs! Click her e to see how to remove and restore a damaged
carburetor slide. Others now copy our diaphragms, but they cannot copy our TSR material.
Don't be fooled. Use genuine JBM diaphragms! Be sure to click on links to see instructions and
special notes about your installation. OD Dimension Hole Dia. Measure with plastic rings
removed. Tire width Approximate width of slide groove. Dish Notes about models it might fit.
May not fit all Models vary with country and year of manufacture. NOTE: Diaphragms are to be
fitted only once , without the use of tools. Use fingers only! Must be glued on. Plastic slides
require glued installation. Prevents lean mixture backfire. Shuts air bleed at 20 inches. Here's a
way to get the diaphragm rings off without leaving the slide with hack marks: Simply use a
Dremel with a small wire wheel at SLOW speed and go wire out the rings till your almost to the
slide. The wire wheel eats the plastic without damaging the aluminum, sorta like when the doc
removes a cast without cutting your skin. Then you simply use the pliers to snap the rings off.
CARB model of original design or notes. Groove Dia. OD Dimension. Hole Dia. Notes about
models it might fit. Yamaha TX, TX, twins. Riveted Internal Bonded metal plate. Steel Plate. BS34
BS Yamaha twins '80 on. Same as H but with smaller tire hole. Large plastic slides only. CVK36
Flat slide. VE Sheng- Wey. H Air Valve. No Hole. Coasting Enricher System Diaphragm.
Carburator Theory and Tuning. Change a jet or two and boom, your there. Yeah, right! There are
quite literally millions and millions of jet combinations. A rough check on Bing carbs shows
there are at least 13,, different combinations of jets. If you are going to change carbs you'd
better be prepared to spend some time and money on the job. If you look at a carburetor , you
will notice a rather large hole going from one side to the other. This is called a Venturi. Air
passes into the engine through this hole Venturi. As the velocity of the air entering the carb and
then the engine increases, it's pressure decreases, creating a low pressure or vacuum in the
venturi. This vacuum moves around in the venturi, as the throttle is opened, and sucks gasoline
through the different jets in the carb. The gas then mixes with the air going through the venturi.
The way the jets are made causes the fuel to vaporize as it goes into the venturi. Where the jets
are placed in the carb and where the jet's outlet is located in the venturi, determines what part
of the throttle opening that jet controls. As you can see, the different jets over lap the operating
range of each other. That is, the jet needle starts to effect things before the effect of the idle jet
ends. This is something to remember when working on carbs Change one thing and it will effect
other things. OK, let's go over the different systems in the carb and see what they do. Fuel level.
The fuel level is controlled by the fuel floats and the fuel float valve. The floats are hollow or
made of something that will float on gasoline, such as cork. Part of the float presses against the
float valve, sometimes called a needle and seat. Most times the part of the float that touches the
float valve needle is bendable so you can adjust the level of the fuel in the float bowl. All plastic
floats are not adjustable. If this level is way too high, gas can leak out the carb overflow tube or
into the engine. If fuel gets into the engine it will thin out the engine oil, ruining it's ability to
lubricate. This will, sooner or later, blow up your engine! If a full tank of gas in the evening turns
into a half tank by morning, check your oil. If the oil is OK, check under the overflow tube. If it's
OK, then check where you are parking your bike 'cuse someone is walking away with your gas!
If your fuel level is just a bit high, the mixture will tend to be a bit rich. If it's low, the mixture will
tend to be a bit lean. This is because a high level takes less vacuum to suck fuel into the engine
and a low level takes more vacuum to do the same. Pilot or idle jet system. The idle jet controls
the idle and on up to quarter throttle, give or take a bit. On some carbs, like Mikuni there is an
air jet too. In conjunction with the idle jet there is an idle jet air screw. This screw leans or
richens the fuel mixture for a smooth idle and on up to one quarter throttle. From the idle jet,
there are little passages cast into the carb that lead to holes just in front of the throttle valve or
plate. There can be just one hole or there can be several , depending on the carb design. They
effect the mixture as long as the vacuum, in the venturi, is over them. As the throttle opens
further, the vacuum moves to the needle jet and jet needle. The Throttle Valve. The throttle Valve
is the big slide that opens and closes your throttle has a bevel angle cut in one side of the big
round can be flat, too slide, toward the air cleaner. Needle Jet. This jet doesn't really even look
like a jet, but it is! It sets in the center of the carb, right over the Main Jet. Jet Needle. This is the

needle that rides in the throttle slide and goes into the needle jet. It can come in many different
sized tapers. Sometimes, one needle can have several tapers on it. The top end of the Jet
Needle has grooves cut in it, usually five, and you can move the little clip up which moves the
Jet Needle down in relation to the Throttle Valve and Needle Jet to lean the mixture or down
moving the Jet Needle up in relation to the Throttle Valve and Needle Jet to richen the mixture.
Most late model bikes have needles with only one groove cut in them. This is so you can't
richen the mixture, thereby keeping the EPA happy. Main Jet. We want nice clean acceleration
from idle to full throttle, with no stumbling or flat spots. This can be quite a tall order if we are
starting with a new carb. Actually, it can be a real challenge to get things to carburate right after
something as simple as an exhaust pipe change. Now, I wish I could tell I'm the great carb man,
but, well Well, there was that one time with that Kaw and aftermarket pipes. It had some kind of
weird stock carbs that looked like Mikunis but really were not. It had aftermarket exhaust pipes
and was running too lean, and stumbled at one point under acceleration. Worthless pig! The jet
needles where not adjustable, so I put little washers under the needle clip, to raise the needles.
The main jet only came in one size, so I drilled it out with ity-bity, expensive, jet drills. I could
move the miss around, but I could not get rid of it. From the beginning I told the guy it wouldn't
work and that he was wasting his money, and that at the least we needed carbs we could get
parts for, but nooo. Just rise the needles, drill the jets he said I guess I shouldn't complain, I did
get paid But you want to try it, don't you? OK, the drill really isn't that hard. Simply run the
engine at whatever throttle opening you want to test, for a mile or so, and look at the spark plug.
Is the spark plug reading lean or rich? Now look for the jet that controls that particular throttle
opening and exchange it for a richer or leaner one. Now that doesn't sound very hard, does it?
Oh yes, the throttle transition from one jet to the next must be smooth too! Go back over the
areas that each jet controls. They overlap each other. Some a little, some a lot. Make sure you
have a good selection of jets! Most carb manufacturers have tables of specifications on the jet
needles and needle jets, and other jets that you will find very useful. With these specs you can
make a better guess as to what jet will work best. Some places use motorcycle dynamometers
for testing. These can be a big help to get real close to the best jet setting. Working out the best
main jet for a MPH bike can be quite unhealthy if you only have a freeway to test on! Just
remember one thing. A dynamometer is not the real world. A fact more then one factory has
found out the hard way when their super hot, dyno tested, race machines didn't run so fast in
the real world, on real pavement, in real air with real bugs on the windscreen. Anyway, what I'm
trying to get over to you is that just because your buddy said he got new carb, changed a jet or
two and now his bike gets miles per gallon and has double the horse power, doesn't mean you
can too. It just might require a lot more work than you bargained for. Look on the bright side.
Carbs used to be real simple at the turn of the century, but they didn't work as good as today's
carbs. Oh, one last thing, seeing how we are talking carb theory. When an engine is cold, like
when you first start it up. It doesn't evaporate the gas well. Liquid gas does not burn, so you
have to put in lots of gas, because a lot of it does not vaporize. The choke helps the carb to put
into the engine a very rich mixture, and at least some of that mixture will vaporize and burn. I
had one guy tell me that the reason for a rich mixture when starting was so the pistons would
be lubed by the raw gas and spin the engine over easier so it would start! He felt very strongly
about this, so I didn't say a thing. Like the Bible says, don't cast your pearls before swine.
Carburetor problems generally fall into three areas: too lean a mixture, too rich a mixture, or an
incorrect adjustment. Luckily there are telltale symptoms that will tell you which problem you're
dealing with. Carburetors are relatively simple devices. However, as with all mechanical
devices, carburetors require periodic tuning and service, and will eventually wear out. Before
attempting to fix a carburetor problem on your motorcycle, you need to come up with the
correct diagnosis. When a carburetor is running lean, the fuel-to-air ratio is off because the
carburetor is delivering too much air. Typical symptoms of a lean mixture are:. When a vehicle
is running rich, the fuel-to-air ratio is off because the carburetor is delivering too much
gasoline. Typical symptoms of a rich mixture are:. Incorrect adjustment can produce any of the
previously noted symptoms. On multicylinder machines, with separate carburetors for each
cylinder, the following symptoms are typical of an adjustment problem:. This condition is
generally caused by the incorrect fitting of after-market accessories such as exhaust systems,
air filter systems, or replacement carburetors of a different type or size. In addition, if the fuel
level in the float chamber is set too low, insufficient fuel will be drawn through the main jet.
Others have an air adjusting screw. Turning this screw clockwise will reduce the amount of air
entering the carburetor, and will, therefore, richen the mixture refer to a shop manual for correct
settings. If no changes have been made to the bike, and it previously ran well, a lean mixture
can be traced to a leaking inlet manifold or leaking exhaust often at the interface of header pipe
and cylinder head. This condition is primarily caused by dirty air filters, but it could also result

from the incorrect fitting of after-market accessories such as exhaust systems, air filter
systems, or replacement carburetors of a different type or size. In addition, if the fuel level is set
too high in the float chamber, a rich mixture will result. To remedy, clean your air filter, have
your mechanic check the exhaust and carburetor fittings, or both. This situation is mostly
caused by poor maintenance. With the inherent vibration of all engines, carburetor
partsâ€”primarily adjusting screwsâ€”tend to rotate, and therefore change their positions.
Low-speed running jets and multicylinder balancing screws are the items most prone to
self-adjust during normal operation and often require periodic corrections. John Glimmerveen.
John Glimmerveen is a former competitive motorcycle racer. He later worked as a race
technician for several international race teams. Updated August 04, Carburetors The name itself
comes from the first carbide lamps that used a small hole to drip water on carbide rocks. This
produced a gas that was fed through another small hole and was burned. The use of precise
holes to deliver a burnable fuel is similar to the motorcycle carburetor, thus the name. The
motorcycle carburetor is a very touchy device that can cause all kinds of trouble if mishandled
or neglected. It is VERY expensive to have a dealer overhaul an old carburetor but is well within
the skill level of most garage mechanics. Honda used two basic types of carburetors, CV and
slide both made by the Keihin company. The CV type, Constant Velocity or Constant Vacuum,
uses pressure to raise the throttle slide where a cable is used in the slide model. A carburetor is
a device that controls both the amount of air and fuel that is allowed into the cylinders. The
amount of air is controlled by a butterfly valve CV or a vertically moving throttle slide. The
amount of fuel is controlled by the drop in pressure in the throat of the carburetor and the size
of the holes that allow the fuel in. Things you need: clean work surface that will not be disturbed
carb cleaner, one can should do clean rags oil catch pan toothbrush or similar brush wood
dowel rod and toothpicks standard set of tools compressed air source typical manual such as
Clymers, Haynes or Chilton Typical carburetor overhaul: 1 Turn the tank petcock to off and
drain the fuel from the lower bowl of the carburetor. Caution: the bowl screw may be fused to
the bowl from neglect so dont force it. The carburetor is made of aluminum and will not take
rough treatment very well and will strip, mar or even break if too much force is used. If the fuel
has been left in the bowl for a long time it will give off a very strong characteristic odor. Discard
the fuel properly. Small amounts of old fuel may be burned, which in itself may take some effort
to light it! Disconnect all cables and fuel lines. If your carburetor is a slide type you may need to
return to the slide you just removed at a later time. NOTE: If you are just starting out in the wide
world of motorcycle repair, it may be wise to attach labeled tape to all things removed for future
reference. I didnt for my first carburetor rebuild and really boobed it up! A small notebook will
also help out if you make notes. NOTE: If your bike has 2 or 4 carbs that are ganged together,
do not separate them but leave them in a group. Remove the 4 bowl screws and tap on the bowl
with the handle of your screwdriver until it drops off, it may stick. Remove the bowl drain screw
and check its washer. Many times this washer is damaged and will need replacing. Clean the
bowl. If this carb, like so many, has been sitting in the bike for years without use, it will be all
gummed up or even corroded! The lighter components of gasoline tend to vaporize off leaving
the heavier ones, also known as varnish. If it does not want to come out, you need to heat it up.
I use a heat gun but a small torch or even matches will work. Caution: remember that this IS gas
and it is flammable! I dont recommend that you beat on the small pin to remove it since the two
posts that hold it in place are aluminum and will break! The float will be brass or plastic
depending on the age of the bike. If brass, inspect for holes or major kinks in the hollow float
and replace if found. The plastic float does not suffer from these problems but may be cracked
and need replacing. NOTE: carburetor rebuild kits can be purchased from a dealer and will
usually have all the parts needed to replace worn or damaged items. Although most of the time I
find such a kit is not needed, I would hold off until you know for sure. Clean it up and check if
the nipple-like pin in the top closest to the float moves in and out freely. If it doesnt, soak it in
carb cleaner until it moves freely. This spring driven nipple serves as a shock absorber to hold
the valve in place. Check the beveled end of the valve for any grooves from wear. If you can see
one clearly you may want to replace it. Later valves have a rubber beveled end and normally are
OK. The float valve seat is the round brass hole that the float valve sits in. Clean and check it for
wear. The seat can be screwed in, fitted with a washer or even pressed in no removal so check
before removing. Your carb can have 2, 3 or even 4 jets depending on the model and year.
Remove the small brass jet s. They may be screwed in they have a hex shape top or pressed in
round top shown above. The pressed in type normally has a small leaf spring holding it in.
Caution: all brass parts can be damaged easily with force! Soak these jets in carb cleaner and
make sure the jet is clear. Forcing something hard through the small jet hole can cause damage
to the hole. If needed use a soft material like a toothpick. Each jet will be marked with a number,
check it against the manual. They make sure the jet is in the proper position and allow air to mix

with the fuel. Flip over the carb and press on the two holder ends with a wood dowel rod to
remove them. Soak these in carb cleaner and make sure all openings are clear. This jet controls
the fuel while the bike is idling and is normally in the worst condition. It can be found under a
rubber plug and has a slotted head that can be screwed out. This baby has to be super clean!
Soak it and blow compressed air through it until clear. This happens a lot and can be
troublesome. You have two options; 1 buy a new one or 2 buy a carb jet cleaning set offered in
Dennis Kirks Catalog. The cleaning set is actually a set of small wires that can be used to push
through the jet carefully. The other thing that can be used is a guitar string, sorry I dont
remember which one. Gently screw the air screw in and note how many turns it takes to gently
bottom out. This information may be helpful later. The air screw works with the pilot jet to
supply low idle mixture to the engine. Remove it and watch out for a spring, metal washer and
rubber washer. Make sure it is clean. If you have a CV carb, remove the 4 screws on the top of
the carb and remove the throttle slide. Inspect the rubber diaphragm for tears and clean the
slide with carb cleaner. Any tears in the rubber warrants a new slide. Clean and inspect the
needle extending from the bottom of the slide. It should show no grooves or nicks. This needle
fits into the main jet holder sometimes called the needle jet found in the bottom of the throat of
the carb. If you have a slide carb, go back to the bike and inspect the throttle slide still hanging
from the cable. Clean it and the needle. Place both back in the carb and check to see that the
slide moves freely and has no hangups. If it does, clean again with steel wool. Clean and check
the inner wall of the carb also. Spray carb cleaner into all holes and passegeways that you can
find place the oil drip pan under the carb to catch the overflow. Now blow compressed air into
the same holes to ensure that they are clear. If one does not blow clear it may be a dead end,
there are several. If one is clogged there is little to do but soak and blow since most of the
channels make right angle turns and pushing through a wire is not possible. NOTE: some
people will soak the entire main body in a solvent at this time. Caution: if you do soak the unit
make sure the solvent will not damage the aluminum body. If all passeges are clear, all jets,
valves, holders and slide are clean, reassemble the carb. Set the air screw to the number of
turns also stated in the manual. If the air screw turn value is not available, use the number you
noted when taking it out. On the slide carbs there is an idle set screw on the side of the carb.
Set it so it just touches the slide. Theory of use: When the pistons of the engine move
downward, they draw in air. This air is pulled through the throat of the carb and causes a drop
in pressure. This drop causes the fuel to be drawn upward through the jet like a straw. When at
idle, the main jet is closed by the needle hanging from the slide and supplies no fuel. Instead
the drop in pressure causes the fuel to be drawn up through the tiny pilot jet. Since the jet is a
set diameter it will only allow a set amount of fuel and thus a set idle. The air screw allows air to
be mixed with this fuel and can change the idle speed slightly. The final idle adjustment comes
from the butterfly valve CV or throttle slide position. Adjusting these devices controls how
much air passes and thus the position of the throttle slide and main jet opening because of the
needle position. When the throttle is opened, the slide moves up and the main jet opens
allowing more fuel to enter the throat. By the way, the pilot jet always supplies its fuel no matter
what the main jet is doing. Some bikes have a secondary jet that supplies fuel in an intermediate
range between idle and higher throttle settings. The float does just that and floats on a bowl of
fuel. If too much fuel enters the bowl it starts to push on the float valve that closes off the fuels
entrance. When enough fuel is used the float drops enough to allow the valve to open and allow
in more fuel. Possible problems: If too much fuel is entering the engine, the float valve may be
set too high allowing fuel to enter the throat of the carb. Another sign of this may be fuel
running from the drain tube. Sputtering and misfires may result. If not enough fuel is getting to
the engine the opposite may be true. Typical symptoms are poor running and no power when
throttle is opened. Also check the fuel petcock and make sure there is no obstruction. If fuel
slowly leaks from the bowl lip, the bowl gasket is probably torn and needs replacing. If the bike
will not idle, the pilot jet most likely needs cleaning. Also check the number of turns the air
screw was turned out, usually about 1 turn out is average. If poor engine running presists check
the connection of the carb to the rubber sleeve on the engine. This connection must be tight.
This is usually caused by the throttle slide slide type of carb being put in improperly. This may
result in rust or sediment in the fuel tank. Install an in line fuel filter. A motorcycle carburetor is
a device that blends air and fuel for an internal combustion engine Source. Carburetors depend
upon differences in atmospheric pressure to aid in their task of mixing air with fuel. Motorbike
carburetors are no exception. As an engine piston goes up it frees space inside the cylinder,
creating a lower pressure environment. The higher pressure in the outside air forces air into the
carburetor, which will then inject fresh air into the firing chamber to be mixed with gas.
Motorbike carburetors, unlike those in cars, are controlled by the throttle position. The system
that performs at the highest throttle speeds is called the main jet. It is essentially an open

passage that draws air very quickly in with little bottle-necking. Inserted in the main jet is a jet
needle. As the throttle is brought higher and higher, the jet needle is slowly removed, opening
up more and more of the air passage into the carburetor. The passage is entirely open at full
throttle, becoming the main jet. The pilot jet and the slide valve are two separate systems that
regulate the airflow through much smaller holes when the motorbike is traveling at lower
speeds, typically from idle to quarter throttle. A carburetor is essentially a tube. There is an
adjustable plate across the tube called the throttle plate that controls how much air can flow
through the tube. At some point in the tube there is a narrowing, called the venturi, and in this
narrowing a vacuum is created. In this narrowing there is a hole, called a jet, that lets the
vacuum draw in fuel. Fuel is gravity feed to the carburetor from the fuel tank. At some point it
flows through a filter to remove the micron size contaminates. The carburetor store enough fuel
in a bowl to control the supply needed. The supply is regulated by a needle valve and a float
that goes up and down in the fuel. When the level reaches its maximum, the float is designed to
close the needle valve, thus stopping any more fuel to enter the bowl. The fuel is sucked from
the bowl through jets and venture tubes. Works kind of like sucking on a straw. A flap in the
lower section of the carburetor opens and closes the amount of vacuum the engine pulls into
the engine. This is called your throttle and is hooked to the cable on the throttle that is turned
manually by hand to control the speed of the bike. The flap as it is opened allows the straw
effect to pull the fuel needed through the jets into the engine. The jets regulate how much fuel to
air ratio the engine can handle. The other circuit is the idle control. It is regulated by a needle
valve that is adjustable, and controls how much air or vacuum the engine pulls at idle. The
carburetor has two sets of Jets. One for the throttle and the other for the idle circuit. The idle
circuit is shorter thus allowing it to pull fuel all the time, while the throttle circuit is longer and
takes a larger vacuum supply to activate. The regulator between the two circuits works by a
spring and an check ball. The vacuum for the throttle circuit will come into play only after the
tension of the spring is overcome by pressure from the amount of vacuum allowed into the
engine by the throttle plate. On the other hand the matter can be found in more details in the
following document. Related Article You May Like:. Read By Category:. Tags: cleaning a
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